Opening Remarks

Digitalization driving air cargo in a fast changing world
The pandemic has accelerated the use of digital solutions in air cargo. Let’s look at the transformation of the industry and the outlook

The role and opportunity for IT platforms
The role of IT platforms supporting air cargo is rapidly evolving. How will carriers manage the increasing opportunity as well as complexity of using such a network of platforms?

Digital distribution and booking: finally a new reality
The success of distribution and booking platforms is impressive. How will this change and shape the industry?

Panel discussion
How are solution providers adapting to the rapid changes in air cargo and what are the big question marks?

NETWORKING BREAK

Spotlight: Pharma
Personalized medicine: the future treatment through Cell and Gene therapies and their impact on the airfreight supply chain

NETWORKING LUNCH

Spotlight: ULD
ULD and asset management are transformed through the adoption of digital technology and data. What is next?

NETWORKING BREAK

Digital Cargo and ONE Record
The new digital cargo standards like ONE Record are expanding rapidly, creating new opportunities and use cases.

Hackathons and other adoption accelerators
Leading IATA members are convinced about the power of new industry standards. Adoption has always been the holy grail. What are the options for accelerating this

Closing Remarks